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Abstract

Brain tumor segmentation problem has challenges in the tumor diversity of location,

imbalance, and morphology. Attention mechanisms have recently been used widely to tackle

medical segmentation problems efficiently by focusing on essential regions. In contrast, the fusion

approaches enhance performance by merging mutual benefits from many models. In this study,

we proposed a 3D dual fusion attention network to combine the advantages of fusion approaches

and attention mechanisms by residual self-attention and local blocks. Compared to fusion

approaches and related works, our proposed method has shown promising results on the BraTS

2018 dataset.

1. Introduction

Gliomas is a type of brain tumor with a poor

prognosis, rapid development, and disease with a

high mortality rate. Many works have used deep

learning [1, 2, 3] to identify tumor from MRI

modalities. However, this issue is still a challenge

by the appearance and location diversity of tumor.

Recently, many researchers have focused on

attention mechanisms [4]. The models can learn

the visual attention masks, focusing on necessary

regions to grasp the essential contents for

identifying tumors. In addition, fusion approaches

[5] utilize mutual benefits from multi-models to

boost the performance results by late fusion and

early fusion from the last feature maps of

pre-train models.

In this study, we proposed a 3D dual fusion

attention network to learn mutual benefits from the

last feature maps of pre-trained models where

global and local attention blocks exploit the

relations of the input feature maps. We conducted

experiments on BratTS 2018 [6] and archived

good results compared to related works and

fusion techniques.

2. Proposed Method

Overview: Our problem is to classify every

voxel that belongs to one of four classes: whole

tumor (WT), tumor core (TC), enhancing tumor

(ET), and background. The inputs are the last

feature maps of two pre-trained models denoted

by ∈  × × ×  and ∈  × × × . The
goal is to learn mutual benefits of two feature

maps to maximize the performance. Our proposed

model is shown in Fig.1.

Early-Fusion Attention block: We first

employ two Conv3D 1x1x1 layers right after last

output feature maps of pre-train models to

normalize the size of the feature maps and

concatenate two feature maps to the joint feature

map. The block inspired by [7] plays the role of

an early fusion approach to learn the joint feature
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Validation
Dice Score

WT TC ET

DynUnet 0,8623 0,7857 0,7749

SegResnet 0,81753 0,74489 0,6681

Validation
Dice Score

WT TC ET

Late fusion 0,88829 0,81713 0,73897

Early fusion 0,89303 0,79925 0,76008

Our method 0,90267 0,84107 0,77842

(그림 1) 3D Dual-Fusion Attention Network

map using two Conv3D layers 3x3x3, a Conv3D

layer 1x1x1 in the middle of them and a shortcut

path for residual learning. Finally, the average

operator is used to merge the output feature map,

two normalized input features and then pass

through to global and local attention blocks.

Global-Fusion Attention Block: This block,

inspired by scale dot-product attention [8],

exploits the contextual relationships of a query

and key-value pairs at every voxel. The query Q

and key K are taken from two normalized input

feature maps, while the value V is the

early-fusion feature map. We calculate the output

by scale dot-product equation and apply residual

learning by element-wise multiplication of the

result with V.

 
  ⊗

where K, Q, V are key, query, and value,

respectively. ⊗ is the element-wise multiplication.

Local Attention Block: The goal of the block

is to learn the spatial context of the global-fusion

feature map. It involves two Conv3D layers

1x1x1, 1 Conv3D layer 3x3x3 in the middle using

GELU activation. A skip connection is used to

avoid the dead blocks from the learning process.

3. Experiments and Results

Experimental Setup: We conducted the

experiments on BratTS 2018 [6] with four

modalities FLAIR, T1w, T2w, and T1Gd. There

are 285 MRI scans in the training set and 66

MRI scans in the validation set without ground

truth. Every output label consists of three tumor

regions: whole tumor (WT), tumor core (TC), and

enhancing tumor (ET).

The training data was split following a ratio

of 8:2 for training and validating with

augmentation by random rotation, flip, and

sensitivity. The input patch size was 128 x 128 x

128. The training configuration was set up as

follows: the number of epochs was 100, and early

stopping was applied after six patient epochs. The

optimal function was Adam, with an initial

learning rate of 3e-1. The loss and metric

functions were dice loss and dice score.

Results and Discussion: Firstly, we trained

DynUnet [9], and SegResnet [10] models with the

performance results shown in Table 1.

<표 1> Performance of pretrained models

After that, we applied the fusion techniques

[x] with late and early-fusion methods to evaluate

the performance of two pre-train models. The late

fusion used the average on probability scoring to

produce the result. The early fusion employed last

feature maps of two pre-trained models to make

the join feature map by the concatenating

operator, followed by two Conv3D 1x1x1 layers.

<표 2> Comparision to fusion approaches

The performance results of our method

comparing to fusion approaches were shown in
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Validation set Year
Dice

WT TC ET

Zhang et al.[1] 2021 0,9 0,836 0,791

Zhou et al. [2] 2022 0,876 0,784 0,688

Akbar et al.[3] 2022 0,896 0,798 0,777

Ours method 0,9027 0,8411 0,77842

Table 2. The early fusion gave results better than

the late fusion, with dice score values of 89% and

88% in WT, respectively. In contrast, our method

helped the dice score achieve 90%.

Moreover, our method had the best results

comparing to related works shown in Table 3.

<표 3> Comparision to related works

4. Conclusion

This study proposed a novel 3D Dual-Fusion

attention network to exploit mutual benefits from

the last feature maps of two pre-train models.

Our method uses the early-fusion block to learn

the joint feature map of dual models. It exploits

the global context using global-fusion attention

models by a query, key-value pairs from the joint

feature map, and two input feature maps. Finally,

we use a local attention block to learn the local

context of the global-fusion feature map and

avoid unintended features by residual connection.

Our experimental results on BratTS 2018 dataset

have proven to be effective.
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